
Run No: 2143 

Date: 27-Oct-2019 

Venue: Old Ferry Boat,  Holywell 

Hares:  Muthatuka & School Boys Dream 

Scribe: Klinger 

  

 Arrived too late for the circle so not able to appoint a scribe (having taken the long route from 
Cambridge via Wilburton and Haddenham.) As Klingon and I had already seen the pack heading 
away from the road towards the river, I parked in a double-parking bay (and later got a polite notice 
that it was private and kindly not to park there again.) Then, in sunny conditions, Klingon and I 
caught up with the tail end of the hash pack at the first checkpoint. Klingon then spotted the walkers 
back at the road so returned to join them.  

 I carried on with the runners going around green fields towards the Great Ouse before turning 
away and joining an extremely muddy road track. Following this for about half a mile before going off 
on a footpath through a pleasant wooded area. As usual, I was at the back of the pack when the trail 
reached a T junction. The pack had almost all gone left so I went right (as it seemed to be heading in 
the right direction towards the pub.) The pack had gone down a very long false trail, leaving only 
Pedro (who was a long way ahead of me), and later, Dave the Rave to take correct trail.  This led us 
to Muthatucka’s excellent mulled wine drink stop. 

 At this point I shortcut the trail and headed back towards my car as this was an A to B trail. 
Walking back with Dave the Rave, I managed to walk about ¼ mile past my car before realising it. 
Wimp then have me a lift back to the car, but once again I managed to go about 100 yards past it! 
Finally, retrieving my car I drove to the Pike and Eel at point B. 

 Down downs were awarded by the GM to: 

 Muthatucka – for his excellent trail 
 Visiting Harriette – She Spits (ex Bahrain H3) 
 Wrong Way – belatedly, for his promotion to Joint Master in late September at the 

AGPU 
 Googly – for surviving 4 days at Aberystwyth hospital (after attending last week’s 

Indonostalgia H3 at Llanbedr in North Wales.) 
The RA awarded down downs to: 

- Kermit and Muthatucka – after England’s superb victory over the Kiwis at the World 
Rugby tournament in Japan 

- Klinger – for Wales’s narrow loss to South Africa in the same tournament 
- Klinger - for his earlier parking antics 
- Only Me – Not sure of the reason but it may have been for her excellent food at the 

previous week’s Indonostalgia H3 at Llanbedr! 
  

 


